Primary instability: TS vs TG Secondary instability of the streaks
Secondary transient growth
Maybe transient growth plays a role in secondary instability?
Primary growth: streaks Secondary growth
Free stream turbulence
Conjectured by Schoppa&Hussain(2002) and Lundell(2004) .
Base flow for stability
• Inflow condition from optimal vortices on Blasius flow
• Streaks are generated and grow downstream
• Extract Base flow +streaks at downstream location of maximum amplitude
• Freeze this flow and assume invariance in x → U (y, z)
• Use U (y, z) as base flow for linear stability analysis.
• floquet formulation for the spanwise periodic base flow U (y, z)
From Anderson et al (2001)
Eigenvalues tell about asymtoptic stability Singular values tell about transient behaviour
Stability equations
Perturbation (v, η) on the base flow U (y, z)
Wavelike behaviour in the streamwise direction:
Derivation similar to the Orr-Sommerfeld/Squire equation:
Re ∆∆v, • We look at fundamental modes in this study
Transient growth
• Dynamic system with initial condition:
• Maximum possible growth:
• with adjoint operator:
Computation by power iterations
Power Iteration:
• Consider initial guess q 
Model limitations
Infinitely elongated and frozen streak:
• Disturbance wavelength small compared to streak evolution in x → α > 0 
